Department Chairs Conversations

Student Disconnect in Classes Since the Pandemic

Tuesday, November 1, 2022
1-2pm Eastern time (Noon-1pm Central, 10-11am Pacific)

Description: Departments are having to deal with the impact that the COVID learning deficits have had on math readiness for incoming students. Some departments are experiencing an increased demand for lower-level math courses. The panel will discuss the impact of disconnected students and what departments are doing to help the students succeed in classes. Participants will be able to ask questions of the panelist and there will be time dedicated to discussion.

Panelists:

- **Tara Holm**
  Department Chair
  Professor of Mathematics
  Cornell University

- **William LaCourse**
  Dean, College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences
  Professor of Chemistry
  University of Maryland – Baltimore County

- **Kimberly Muller**
  Dean of the College of Innovation and Solutions
  Professor of Mathematics
  Lake Superior State University

Moderator: William (Brit) Kirwan (TPSE Math)

Register here
tpsemath.org/events

Support for TPSE Math is provided by a grant from Carnegie Corporation of New York